General Southeast Asia

C: Auxiliary Sciences of History


D: History


E-F: History of the Americas


G: Geography/Anthropology/Recreation

G-GB: Geography

GT: Manners and Customs


H: Social Sciences

HC: Economic History and Conditions


“Southeast Asia’s new institutional architecture for cooperation in trade and finance” / Helen E.S. Nesadurai in Asia’s new institutional architecture: evolving structures for managing trade, financial, and security relations / Vinod K. Aggarwal, Min Gyo Koo, editors. Kroch Asia Library HC412 .A85 2008

“Southeast Asia’s new security institutions” / Ralf Emmers in Asia’s new institutional architecture: evolving structures for managing trade, financial, and security relations / Vinod K. Aggarwal, Min Gyo Koo, editors. Kroch Asia Library HC412 .A85 2008


HF: Commerce


“Challenges and Opportunities from an Enlarged ASEAN” / Tran Van Hoa in Regional trade agreements in Asia / edited by Tran Van Hoa, Charles Harvie. Kroch Library Asia HF1418.7 .R439 2008

“India’s Poor and Gains from Trade with ASEAN” / Shovan Ray in Regional trade agreements in Asia / edited by Tran Van Hoa, Charles Harvie. Kroch Library Asia HF1418.7 .R439 2008


“ASEAN perspective on promoting regional and global freer trade” / Chia Siow Yue and Hadi Soesastro in An APEC trade agenda?: the political economy of a free trade area of the Asia-Pacific / edited by Charles E. Morrison and Eduardo Pedrosa. Kroch Asia Library HF2294 .A64 2007

HQ: Family/Marriage/Women


HT: Communities/Classes/Races


HV: Social Pathology/Social and Public Welfare/Criminology


J: Political Science


“Contrasting cases: explaining interventions by SADC and ASEAN” / Anna van der Vleuten in Closing or widening the gap?: legitimacy and democracy in regional integration organizations / edited by Andrea Ribeiro Hoffmann, Anna van der Vleuten. Olin Library JZ4850 .C56 2007

N: Fine Arts


R: Medicine

“Trade in Health Services in the ASEAN Context” / Cha-Aim Pachanee and Suwit Wibulpolprasert in Trade and health: seeking common ground / edited by Chantal Blouin, Jody Heymann, and Nick Drager. Mann Library RA410.5 .T73 2007

S: Agriculture


U: Military Science


“Emancipation and force: the role(s) of the military in Southeast Asia” / Alex J. Bellamy and Bryn Hughes in Critical security in the Asia-Pacific / edited by Anthony Burke and Matt McDonald. Kroch Asia Library UA830 .C75 2007

V: Naval Science


---

**Brunei**

L: Education

P: Language/Literature

P: Philology/Linguistics


---

**Burma**

D: History


G: Geography/Anthropology/Recreation

GN: Anthropology


H: Social Sciences

HF: Commerce


HM: Sociology


HQ: Family/Marriage/Women
“Burmese Migrant Sex Workers in Ruili, Yunnan” / Pu Hongyan in Cross-border sexuality in the Greater Mekong Sub-Region: executive summary. Kroch Asia Library HQ241.A5 C76 2006 Summary


J: Political Science


“Ethnicity and federal prospect in Myanmar” / Alan Smith in Federalism in Asia / edited by Baogang He, Brian Galligan, Takeshi Inoguchi. Kroch Asia Library JQ36 .F43 2007


P: Language/Literature

P: Philology/Linguistics


R: Medicine


U: Military Science


---

Cambodia

C: Auxiliary Sciences of History


G: Geography/Anthropology/Recreation

G-GB: Geography


H: Social Sciences

HF: Commerce

HM: Sociology


HV: Social Pathology/Social and Public Welfare/Criminology


J: Political Science


“Cambodia: organizational dysfunction, partial learning and mixed success” Chapter 5 in UN peacekeeping in civil wars / Lise Morjé Howard. Olin Library JZ4984.5 .H69 2008


“Cambodia: organizational dysfunction, partial learning and mixed success” Chapter 5 in UN peacekeeping in civil wars / Lise Morjé Howard. Olin Library JZ4984.5 .H69 2008


“Cambodia: organizational dysfunction, partial learning and mixed success” Chapter 5 in UN peacekeeping in civil wars / Lise Morjé Howard. Olin Library JZ4984.5 .H69 2008


K: Law

“Cambodia’s extraordinary chamber: is it the most effective and appropriate means of addressing the crimes of the Khmer Rouge?” / Alex Bates in The criminal law of genocide: international, comparative and contextual aspects / edited by Ralph Henham and Paul Behrens. Law Library K5302 .C75 2007

L: Education

P: Language/Literature

P: Philology/Linguistics


PS: American Literature


R: Medicine


---

**East Timor**

D: History


“East Timor: From a New-Born Nation-State to an Adult Southeast Asian Actor” / Elsa Ferreira Whitehead in Transformations: a region in the making / Vicente C. Reyes, Jr., Tamara Renee Shie, Marcelino N. Lizaso, Jr. Kroch Asia Library DS524.4 .R49 2004

J: Political Science


“East Timor: the UN as state” Chapter 8 in UN peacekeeping in civil wars / Lise Morjé Howard. Olin Library JZ4984.5 .H69 2008


K: Law


L: Education


---

**Indonesia**

B: Philosophy/Psychology/Religion

BF: Psychology


BL-BX: Religion


“Reconstructing ‘Muslimness’: new bodies in urban Indonesia” / Sonja van Wichelen in Geographies of Muslim identities: diaspora, gender and belonging / edited by Cara Aitchison, Peter Hopkins and Mei-Po Kwan. Olin Library BP52.5 .G46 2007


C: Auxiliary Sciences of History


D: History


G: Geography/Anthropology/Recreation

G-GB: Geography


GC: Oceanography


GN: Anthropology

“Indonesia Sakit: Indonesian Disorders and the Subjective Experience and Interpretive Politics of Contemporary Indonesian Artists” / Mary-Jo DelVecchio Good and Byron J. Good in Postcolonial disorders / edited by Mary-Jo DelVecchio Good ... [et al.]. Olin Library GN296 .P67 2008


H: Social Sciences

HC: Economic History and Conditions


HD: Industries/Land Use/Labor


HF: Commerce

“Indonesia as a poorly performing state?” / Andrew MacIntyre in Short of the goal: U.S. policy and poorly performing states / Nancy Birdsall, Milan Vaishnav, Robert L. Ayres, editors. Olin Library HF1455 .S545 2006


HJ: Public Finance

HN: Social History/Social Problems/Social Reform


HQ: Family/Marriage/Women

“‘If there is no feeling—’: the dilemma between silence and coming out in a working-class butch/femme community in Jakarta” / Saskia E. Wieringa in Love and globalization: transformations of intimacy in the contemporary world / Mark B. Padilla ... [et al.].  Olin Library HQ16 .L68 2007

“The geographies and identities of street girls in Indonesia” / Harriot Beazley in Designing modern childhoods: history, space, and the material culture of children / edited by Marta Gutman, Ning de Coninck-Smith.  Mann Library HQ767.87 .D47 2008

“Youth migration and change in Indonesia” / Aswatini Raharto and Mita Noveria in Youth in transition: the challenges of generational change in Asia / edited by Faye Gale, Stephanie Fahey.  Kroch Asia Library HQ799.A75 A21 2003


HT: Communities/Classes/Races

“Transient Civic Spaces in Jakarta Demopolis” / Merlyna Lim in Globalization, the city and civil society in Pacific Asia: the social production of civic spaces / edited by Mike Douglass, K.C. Ho and Giok Ling Ooi.  Kroch Asia Library HT147.S64 G56 2008


HV: Social Pathology/Social and Public Welfare/Criminology

J: Political Science


“Indonesia’s post-revolutionary aversion to federalism” / Anthony Reid in Federalism in Asia / edited by Baogang He, Brian Galligan, Takeshi Inoguchi.  Kroch Asia Library JQ36 .F43 2007


K: Law

“The concept of superior responsibility under international law as applied in Indonesia” / Hikmahanto Juwana in Enemy combatants, terrorism, and armed conflict law: a guide to the issues / edited by David K. Linnan. Law Library KF9430 .E54x 2008


L: Education


P: Language/Literature

P: Philology/Linguistics


“Indonesia, alternative media enjoying a fresh breeze” / Shita Laksmi and Ignatius Haryanto in Media pluralism in Asia: the role & impact of alternative media / edited by Kalinga Seneviratne. Kroch Asia Library P96.A442 A78 2007x


U: Military Science

Laos

D: History


G: Geography/Anthropology/Recreation

G-GB: Geography


GN: Anthropology


H: Social Sciences

HC: Economic History and Conditions


“Land-sharing and other property relations of the Hmong in Laos” / Lilao Bouapao in Institutional dynamics and stasis: how crises alter the way common pool resources are perceived, used and governed / Louis Lebel, Xu Jianchu, Antonio P. Contreras. Kroch Library Asia HC412.5 .L44 2006

J: Political Science


L: Education


P: Language/Literature

P: Philology/Linguistics


R: Medicine


Malaysia

B: Philosophy/Psychology/Religion

BL-BX: Religion


D: History

G: Geography/Anthropology/Recreation

G-GB: Geography


GN: Anthropology


H: Social Sciences

HC: Economic History and Conditions


HD: Industries/Land Use/Labor


“Globalisation of the Malaysian Economy and the WTO: Problems and Prospects for the Malaysian Industry and the Workforce” / Amir Mahmood and Ming Yu Cheng in

HF: Commerce


HM: Sociology


HN: Social History/Social Problems/Social Reform


HQ: Family/Marriage/Women

“Malaysian youth: From government policies to grassroots aspirations” / Rashila Ramli in Youth in transition: the challenges of generational change in Asia / edited by Faye Gale, Stephanie Fahey. Kroch Asia Library HQ799.A75 A21 2003


HT: Communities/Classes/Races


J: Political Science


“Struggling with (il)legality: the indeterminate functioning of Malaysia’s borders for asylum seekers, refugees, and stateless persons” / Alice M. Nah in Borderscapes: hidden geographies and politics at territory’s edge / Prem Kumar Rajaram and Carl Grundy-Warr, editors. Olin Library JV6033 .B59 2007


K: Law


L: Education


N: Fine Arts


P: Language/Literature

P: Philology/Linguistics


“Malaysia, alternative media…only on the internet” / Kalinga Seneviratne in Media pluralism in Asia: the role & impact of alternative media / edited by Kalinga Seneviratne. Kroch Asia Library P96.A442 A78 2007x


PN: Literature (General)


R: Medicine

“Risk Perception and Coping Responses in a SARS Outbreak in Malaysia” / Chan Chee Khoon in Population dynamics and infectious diseases in Asia / editors, Adrian C. Sleigh ... [et al.]. Kroch Asia Library RA643.7.A78 P67 2006
**Philippines**

**B: Philosophy/Psychology/Religion**

**BL-BX: Religion**


“Em-body-ing Theology: Theological Reflections on the Experience of Filipina Domestic Workers in Hong Kong” / Gemma Tulud Cruz in *Body and sexuality: theological-pastoral perspectives of women in Asia* / Agnes M. Brazal, Andrea Lizares Si, editors. Kroch Asia Library [BX1795.B63 E23 2007]

**D: History**


**G: Geography/Anthropology/Recreation**

**G-GB: Geography**

GN: Anthropology


H: Social Sciences

HC: Economic History and Conditions


“Politics of tenure reform in the Philippine forest land” / Juan M. Pulhin and Josefina T. Dizon in Institutional dynamics and stasis: how crises alter the way common pool resources are perceived, used and governed / Louis Lebel, Xu Jianchu, Antonio P. Contreras. Kroch Library Asia HC412.5.L44 2006

HD: Industries/Land Use/Labor


“Transnationalism and Political Participation among Filipinos in Canada” / Philip F. Kelly in Organizing the transnational: labour, politics, and social change / edited by Luin Goldring and Sailaja Krishnamurti. ILR Library HD8108.5.A2 O73 2007


HF: Commerce

HJ: Public Finance


HM: Sociology

“Polling in Developing Democracies- The Case of the Philippines” / Mercedes Abad and Ophelia Ramirez in Public opinion polling in a globalized world / Marita Carballo, Ulf Hjelmar, editors. Olin Library HM1236 .P834 2008


HN: Social History/Social Problems/Social Reform


HQ: Family/Marriage/Women

“Romancing the club: love dynamics between Filipina entertainers and GIs in U.S. military camp towns in South Korea” / Sealing Cheng in Love and globalization: transformations of intimacy in the contemporary world / Mark B. Padilla ... [et al.]. Olin Library HQ16 .L68 2007


HT: Communities/Classes/Races


HV: Social Pathology/Social and Public Welfare/Criminology


J: Political Science


K: Law


L: Education


P: Language/Literature

P: Philology/Linguistics


R: Medicine

“Achieving Coherence between Trade and Health Policies: Selected Examples from Pakistan, the Philippines, Uganda, and Peru” / Elisabeth Tuerk and Mina Mashayekhi in *Trade and health: seeking common ground* / edited by Chantal Blouin, Jody Heymann, and Nick Drager. Mann Library RA410.5 .T73 2007

“Filipinos are Very Strongly into Medical Stuff: Labour Market Segmentation in Toronto, Canada” / Philip Kelly and Sylvia D'Addorio in *The international migration of health workers* / edited by John Connell. Mann Library RA410.6 .I578 2008


U: Military History


---

**Singapore**

B: Philosophy/Psychology/Religion


HF: Commerce


HM: Sociology


HN: Social History/Social Problems/Social Reform


J: Political Science


**K: Law**

“Clashing conceptions of the victim’s role in Singapore’s criminal process” / Michael Hor in *Support for victims of crime in Asia* / edited by Wing-Cheong Chan. Law Library KNC627 .S87x 2008


**L: Education**


**P: Language/Literature**

**P: Philology/Linguistics**


**Q: Science**


**R: Medicine**


“Epidemiology of Emerging Infectious Diseases in Singapore, with Special Reference to SARS” / Kee Tai Goh and Suok Kai Chew in *Population dynamics and infectious

U: Military History


Thailand

B: Philosophy/Psychology/Religion

BL-BX: Religion


“Kuan To: The Vegetarian Festival in a Peripheral Southern Thai Shrine” / Erik Cohen in Religious commodifications in Asia: marketing gods / edited by Pattana Kitiarsa. Kroch Asia Library BL1033 .R44 2008


C: Auxiliary Sciences of History


D: History
“Transformations of Malay Muslims in South Thailand into the Thai Nation” / Choo Teik Choon in Transformations: a region in the making / Vicente C. Reyes, Jr., Tamara Renee Shie, Marcelino N. Lizaso, Jr. Kroch Asia Library DS524.4 .R49 2004


G: Geography/Anthropology/Recreation

G-GB: Geography


GC: Oceanography

“Thailand: Local Communities and Relief Efforts” / Prangtip Daorueng in Media’s challenge: Asian tsunami and beyond / edited by Kalinga Seneviratne. Kroch Asia Library GC222.I45 M43 2006


GN: Anthropology

“Use of Traditional Herbal Remedies by Thai Immigrant Women in Sweden” / Pranee C. Lundberg in Traveling cultures and plants: the ethnobiology and ethnopharmacy of migrations / edited by Andrea Pieroni and Ina Vandebroek. Mann Library GN476.7 .T73 2007
H: Social Sciences

HB: Economic Theory/Demography

“Thailand” / Piriya Pholphirul and Pakorn Vichyanond in Macroeconomic volatility, institutions and financial architectures: the developing world experience / edited by José Maria Fanelli. Olin Library HB172.5 .M3334 2008

HC: Economic History and Conditions


“Water tenure in highland watersheds of northern Thailand: managing legal pluralism and stakeholder complexity.” / Andreas Neef, Liane Chamsai and Chapika Sangkapitux in Institutional dynamics and stasis: how crises alter the way common pool resources are perceived, used and governed / Louis Lebel, Xu Jianchu, Antonio P. Contreras. Kroch Library Asia HC412.5 .L44 2006


HD: Industries/Land Use/Labor


HF: Commerce


HM: Sociology


HN: Social History/Social Problems/Social Reform


HQ: Family/Marriage/Women


“Monitoring the convention on the rights of the child in Thailand” / Amara Pongsapich in Youth in transition: the challenges of generational change in Asia / edited by Faye Gale, Stephanie Fahey. Kroch Asia Library HQ799.A75 A21 2003

HT: Communities/Classes/Races


“Bangkok’s Sanam Luang (The Royal Ground): From a Historic Plaza to a Civic Space” / Pomprarn Boonchuen in Globalization, the city and civil society in Pacific Asia: the social production of civic spaces / edited by Mike Douglass, K.C. Ho and Giok Ling Ooi. Kroch Asia Library HT147.S64 G56 2008

J: Political Science


K: Law


L: Education


P: Language/Literature

P: Philology/Linguistics


“Thailand, community radio takes off, but…” / Lucksana Klaikao ; assisted by Thianchai Isaradej and Glen Lewis in Media pluralism in Asia: the role & impact of alternative media / edited by Kalinga Seneviratne. Kroch Asia Library P96.A442 A78 2007xk

R: Medicine


“NGOs and the Re-Organisation of ‘Community Development’ in Northern Thailand: Mediating the Flows of People Living with HIV and AIDS” / Vincent J Del Casino Jr. in Population dynamics and infectious diseases in Asia / editors, Adrian C. Sleigh ... [et al.]. Kroch Asia Library RA643.7.A78 P67 2006


Vietnam

B: Philosophy/Psychology/Religion

BL-BX: Religion


D: History


E-F: History of the Americas


G: Geography/Anthropology/Recreation

G-GB: Geography


GN: Anthropology

“Postcoloniality as the Aftermath of Terror among Vietnamese Refugees” / Janis H. Jenkins and Michael Hollifield in *Postcolonial disorders* / edited by Mary-Jo DelVecchio Good ... [et al.]. Olin Library **GN296 .P67 2008**

GT: Manners and Customs


H: Social Sciences

HC: Economic History and Conditions

“Supporting the State through Aid? The Case of Vietnam” / Nilima Gulrajani in *Exporting good governance: temptations and challenges in Canada’s aid program* / Jennifer Welsh and Ngaire Woods, editors. Olin Library **HC60 .E965 2007**


HD: Industries/Land Use/Labor


HF: Commerce